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Exchange bias in ferromagneticÕcompensated antiferromagnetic bilayers
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By means of micromagnetic spin dynamics calculations, a quantitative calculation is carried out to explore
the mechanism of exchange bias~EB! in ferromagnetic~FM!/compensated antiferromagnetic~AFM! bilayers.
The antiferromagnets with low and high Ne´el temperatures have been both considered, and the crossover from
negative to positive EB is found in the case with low Ne´el temperature. We propose that the mechanism of EB
in FM/compensated AFM bilayers is due to the symmetry breaking of AFM that yields some net ferromagnetic
components during cooling process.
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Exchange anisotropy was first discovered in 1956
Meiklejohn and Bean,1 who found that the hysteresis loop o
Co/CoO after cooling in a magnetic field was no longer c
tered at zero field (H50) but was shifted along the fiel
axis. The shifted direction was found to be opposite to
applied magnetic field~negative exchange biasHB,0) and
the magnitude of this shift is known as exchange bias~EB!.
It was subsequently established that this might be a gen
phenomenon for any ferromagnet~FM!/antiferromagnet
~AFM! system cooling in an applied magnetic field~cooling
field! from above the Ne´el temperature (TN) of the AFM,
with the FM Curie temperature (TC) greater thanTN . In
recent years, since the phenomenon of exchange bias
become the basis for an important application in informat
storage technology,2 tremendous efforts have been made
exploring the mechanism.3,4

Meiklejohn and Bean originally suggested that exchan
bias was a consequence of the presence of interfacial unc
pensated AFM spins. In view of this argument, a natu
question to ask is whether the exchange bias also exists
FM/compensated AFM system. Surprisingly, in a comp
sated Fe/FeF2 bilayer system, Nogue´s et al. observed not
only the usual negative exchange bias but also an unexpe
positive exchange bias (HB.0) under large cooling fields.5

Several important theories have existed to study the
change bias in compensated AFM. Koon6 presented a micro
scopic explanation of EB due to an irreversible AFM doma
wall and found a perpendicular orientation between the F
AFM axis directions: namely, a spin-flop state. Schulth
and Butler7 obtained that spin-flop coupling gave rise to
uniaxial anisotropy rather than leading to EB with consid
ation of magnetostatic interactions for a perfectly flat int
face and attributed EB to the interfacial defects similar
Malozemoff’s random field.8 Hong9 argued that interface
spin configuration persisted after cooling belowTN , and
negative or positive bias, respectively, corresponded to
allel or perpendicular easy axes of FM and AFM. Kiw
et al.10 suggested a canted AFM spin configuration froz
into a metastable state and proposed the incomplete FM
main wall model to explain positive exchange bias. Ho
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ever, the former two theories were carried out with micr
magnetic calculations without consideration of the cooli
field; the latter two theories pointed out the cooling fie
without micromagnetic calculations and lacked much m
detailed and sufficient microscopic information. Up to no
the exchange bias mechanism is still controversial.

In this paper, based on the assumptions that an antife
magnetic interface coupling between FM/AFM is respo
sible for exchange bias in FM/compensated AFM,5,11–13and
that the biased hysteresis loop is basically determined by
spin configurations in the underlying antiferromagnetic lay
after cooling,14–16 we carry out micromagnetic calculation
using spin dynamics to explain the mechanism of EB in
FM/compensated AFM systems.Physically the key point dif-
ferent from previous micromagnetic calculations,6,7 is ad-
dressing the cooling field during cooling process. We suc-
ceed to reproduce both the negative and positive EB effe
Qualitatively speaking, it is a competition among~i! the
cooling magnetic field,~ii ! the interface coupling of FM/
AFM, and ~iii ! the spin-spin interaction and anisotropy
AFM that eventually determines the spin configurations
AFM during the cooling process.

For an AFM with weak spin-spin interaction~low TN!, the
spin configuration of AFM at low cooling magnetic field
dominated by an AF-type interface coupling of FM/AFM
Therefore, the initially compensated AFM layers, especia
the interface AFM layer, become weakly uncompensated,
sulting in a net ferromagnetic component opposite to
cooling field ~or the magnetization in FM!. The hysteresis
loop is then measured at low temperature after removing
cooling field, while the spin configuration in AFM is frozen
Similar to the arguments given by Meiklejohn and Bean
can easily be deduced that the broken symmetry of AFM
this case favors the negative exchange bias. However, on
other hand, if the cooling fieldHCF is large and comes to
dominate, then a net ferromagnetic component along
cooling field is expected. Because of the AFM-type interfa
coupling of FM/AFM, it turns out that the broken symmet
of AFM in this case favors a positive exchange bias. On
other hand, for AFM with a strong spin-spin interaction~high
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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TN) only negative EB can be found in a reasonably h
HCF . The quantitative results are given in the following
reveal in detail how these different terms affect the brok
symmetry of AFM layers and its correlation with the e
change bias.

Our model Hamiltonian is

H5HA-A1HF-F1HA-F , ~1!

whereHA-A is the part of AFM layers,HF-F andHA-F the FM
and the interface coupling between AFM and FM laye
They are

HA-A5(
^ i , j &

JA-ASi•Sj2DA(
i

~Si
x!22HCF(

i
~gAuB!Si

x ,

~2!

HF-F52(
^ i , j &

JF-FSi•Sj2HCF(
i

~gFuB!Si
x , ~3!

HA-F5 (
^a, f &

JA-FSa•Sf , ~4!

wheregA , gF , uB , DA , andHCF denote AFM Lande´ factor,
FM Lande factor, Bohr magneton, antiferromagnetic anis
ropy, and cooling field in parallel with AFM anisotropy, re
spectively. The exchange coupling among spins is consid
for nearest-neighbor sites only. The subscriptsa and f are
associated with AFM and FM, respectively. It is noticed th
the anisotropy of the FM layer is neglected based on the
that most experiments used soft ferromagnets. The dip
dipole interactions in the system are not considered h
since they affect only quantitatively rather than qualitative
the symmetry breaking of AFM. As the previous models,
also assume thatJA-F;JA-A .6,7 The Néel temperature in-
creases monotonically withJA-A ; thus the interface coupling
is stronger in the FM/AFM systems with higherTN and vice
versa.

Now we calculate the EB by the following spin dynami
approach;7 i.e., the local effective field is determined from
the gradient of the energy,H i

eff52]H/guB]Si , and $Si% is
required to satisfy the Laudau-Lifshitz equation of moti
with the Gilbert-Kelley form for the damping term:

]

]t
Si5guBSi3S H i

eff2h
]

]t
Si D ,

whereh denotes the damping parameter. This damping te
is phenomenological and is included to remove the ene
from the system and to ensure that the magnetic system
a stable or metastable equilibrium after sufficient iterat
calculating steps. A lattice with 5035032(FM) and 10 lay-
ers of AFM is used in our calculation. In the beginning, t
temperatureT of the system is set atTc.T.TN . Therefore,
the initial spin configuration in our spin dynamics calculati
is such that the spins are randomly arranged for AFM but
ferromagnetically arranged for FM. A cooling field is the
applied along thex direction that is also the easy axis
AFM. Meanwhile, it is known that the spins of FM will b
easily aligned according to the cooling field. After taking
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long step of spin dynamics calculation, a stable state of F
AFM under the cooling field is finally approached. Then t
system is cooled down to low temperature, and we switch
the cooling field and start to do a simulation of hystere
loop of FM layers while the spin configuration of AFM i
fixed.

Figure 1 shows EB as a function of cooling field for
AFM/FM system with lowTN such as FeF2 (TN;78.4 K)
or MnF2 (TN;67.3 K). In doing this we set the paramete
in Hamiltonian as gA5gF52.0, JF-F510 meV, JA-A
50.8 meV, JA-F5JA-A/250.4 meV, and DA50.4 meV
per site.3,6,7 As a natural output from the calculation, it i
indeed observed in this figure that the exchange biasHB
changes sign from negative to positive as the cooling fi
increases, and a crossover fieldHcross is found at about
3.7 T. Dashed and solid lines in the inset show the nega
and positive loops at 2 kOe and 7 T, respectively.

For systems with lowTN , i.e., weak spin-spin interaction
JA-A in AFM, the spin configuration of AFM at low cooling
magnetic field is dominated by AFM-type interface coupli
of FM/AFM. In this case, symmetry breaking of compe
sated AFM layers appears. Some net ferromagnetic com
nent along the2x axis is expected, which means that th
broken symmetry of AFM in this case favors the negat
exchange bias. However, for higher cooling magnetic fi
HCF , the cooling field comes to dominate the broken sy
metry so that a net ferromagnetic component along the p
tive x direction is expected; i.e., the broken symmetry
AFM in this case favors a positive exchange bias.

For a quantitative description of the FM components
AFM, we define the ferromagnetic component in thenth
AFM layer:

Sx~n!5(
i

Sna
x ~ i !/Nn , ~5!

whereSna
x ( i ) is the AFM spin at sitei of thenth layer andNn

is the number of lattices in thenth AFM layer, while the first
layer is defined as the interface layer of AFM. This quant

FIG. 1. Exchange biasHB as a function of cooling magnetic
field HCF for FM/AFM with lower TN (FeF2). Dashed and solid
lines in the inset show the negative and positive magnetic loops
kOe and 7 T cooling field, respectively.
2-2
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Sx(n) describes the degree of symmetry broken in each la
of AFM. It is found from our calculation that the ferroma
netic components are layer dependent. As expected, it wi
larger when the layer is near the interface and beco
smaller when the layer is far from the interface. In Fig. 2
ferromagnetic component of the interface AFM layer,Sx(1),
is shown as a function ofHCF , using the same parameters
obtaining Fig. 1. Similar results as Fig. 1 are found: t
Sx(1) is negative at the beginning when the cooling field
small, then reaches zero at a critical field (;37 kOe), and
finally becomes positive as the field further increases. S
the first AFM layer should be the most important one in
interface coupling, it is reasonable to see that the ferrom
netic component of the interface AFM layer should be
sponsible for the EB effect. The inset of Fig. 2 gives t
layer-dependent ferromagnetic components when the coo
field is fixed at 2 kOe. The oscillation is caused by the a
ferromagnetic exchange interaction between the layer
AFM.

Figure 3 shows the same relationship but for a AFM/F
system with higherTN such as FeMn (;500 K). The pa-
rameters used here areJF-F510 meV, JA-A55 meV, JA-F
5JA-A55 meV, andDA53 meV per site.3 In this case, it
is found thatHB is always negative and changes little wh
HCF ranges from 2 to 7 T. This result also agrees qual
tively with experiment.3 Inset ~a! of Fig. 3 shows the mag
netization loop at 3 T cooling field. In fact,JA-A is large
when the AFM layer of the system has highTN ; thus, the
interface couplingJA-F also becomes large (JA-F;JA-A), and
then the AFM-type interface coupling controls the symme
broken of AFM. In this case, ifHCF is reasonably high
(2 –7 T) but not too high,HB is found to be always nega
tive. This can explain why a positive EB was reported in
FM/AFM thin films with low TN .5,11–13

FIG. 2. The ferromagnetic component along thex axis as a
function of cooling field for the interface AFM layer. The ins
shows the layer dependent ferromagnetic components of AFM
ers at 2 kOe.
.R.
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One distinguished feature of Fig. 3 is that a tip EB
found at cooling fieldHtip indicated by the arrow, and this
tip also is clearly shown in inset~b!. As previously men-
tioned, the preceding discussions are subject to both coo
field and applied magnetic field parallel to the AFM ea
axis. In fact, an orthogonal FM/AFM spin configuratio
similar to Koon’s conclusion can also be recovered with ze
or smaller cooling field for a stable spin configuration. Wi
increasing cooling field from zero toHtip , the FM spins will
gradually rotate direction from perpendicular to parallel
the AFM easy axis during the cooling process, and the in
face coupling contribution to the negative bias will enlar
and nearly saturate atHtip . On the other hand, with increas
ing cooling field aboveHtip , the cooling field contribution to
the potentially positive bias will raise; in other words, th
contribution to the negative bias will lessen. Thus for a co
ing field parallel to the AFM easy axis situation, there exis
a tip EB associated with a cooling fieldHtip .

In summery, micromagnetic spin dynamics calculatio
are carried out to explain the mechanism of EB in the F
compensated AFM system. Different from previous micr
magnetic calculations, we address the key role of the coo
field. Some important experimental results, such as
cooling-field-dependent transition from negative to positi
EB in AFM/FM layers with lowTN , can be reproduced. It is
proposed that the symmetry breaking of AFM during t
cooling process plays a key role in explaining the exchan
bias.

This work was supported by the National Natural Scien
Foundation of China and the Shanghai Research Cente
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the support of the Cheung Kong Scholars Program, Ho
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FIG. 3. The relationship between exchange biasHB and cooling
field HCF for FM/AFM with higherTN (FeMn). Inset~a! presents a
magnetic loop at 3 T cooling field. Inset~b! shows clearly the EB
around cooling fieldHtip indicated by the arrow in the figure.
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